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Aim
To investigating the percep-
tions of consumers on rental 
apartments and condominiums 
in wooden multistory houses.

Method
Using the Extended Association Pattern Technique, data was generated from 
318 consumers living in rental apartments and 185 living in condominiums 
in Sweden. Negative/unwanted consequences need to be turned into positive/
wanted ones before linking them to values (see Schauerte, 2009). For both 
consumer groups, the top 3 Means-End Chains were analyzed.
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Problem
In Sweden, an increase of wooden multistory houses is expected in the near future. At the same time, 
discussions take place about an appropriate distribution of apartment types, i.e. rental apartments 
vs. condominiums. More rental apartments are demanded from the publics, whilst firms on the con-
struction market are very well aware of the higher profitability of condominiums. Yet, what personal 
values would motivate consumers to rent or own an apartment in a wooden multi-family house and 
how are these linked to product attributes?

Result and conclusion

The main conclusions are as follows:

•  Two of three personal values are the same for both groups of consumers. 
•  Personal values of apartment owners focus on security in two of their top 3 chains, both related to financial 
  aspects. Renters include aspects about convenience and comfort instead. 
•  Respondents living in condominiums have ambivalent perceptions about whether construction costs are 
  lower or higher when building in wood, leading to financial advantages or disadvantages respectively. This is 
  not top 3 amongst renters; they mainly relate construction & material issues as affecting security instead.
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          Fig 1: Top 3 Means-End Chains for Swedish respondents living in condomini- Fig 2: Top 3 Means-End Chains for Swedish respondents living in rental apartments.


